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Design-based Evaluation as a Novel Evaluation Approach for Faculty Development Programs in Engineering Education

Introduction
In this theory paper, the authors introduce design-based evaluation (DBE) as a novel evaluation approach for the engineering education research community. Many projects and programs in engineering education focus on the creation of new models for teaching and learning that engage students in active learning. As a result, engineering educators are simultaneously designing the models and conducting research about the designs. Project evaluators face the challenge of how to document the progress of such design-based research innovations at the same time as the influence of the innovation on the learning environment is studied. We suggest design-based evaluation as a companion framework for design-based research projects. In this paper, we discuss the application of DBE to a faculty development program for STEM education.

In what follows, we provide the motivation and background for developing a new evaluation approach, design-based evaluation. We provide a brief description of design-based research to situate design-based evaluation. Next, we offer a discussion of the challenges in evaluating design-based research, which will be useful to others. We discuss a design-based faculty development research project as an example of the type of project that would benefit from DBE and discuss the challenges associated with evaluation of this project. Then, we discuss the limitations of extant evaluation approaches in terms of design-based research. Finally, we discuss the salient characteristics and elements of design-based evaluation.

Motivation and Background
The motivation and background for this theory paper is grounded within identifying an appropriate evaluation approach for a National Science Foundation funded design-based research faculty development project [1]. No extant approaches met the evaluation goals for the project. Therefore, we developed an evaluation approach to meet the needs of this design-based research project. In this paper, we extracted those characteristics and elements of design-based evaluation applicable to the evaluation of design-based research.

What Do We Mean by the terms “Evaluation” and “Evaluation Approach?”
The purpose for evaluation is to judge the merit or worth of a program. Evaluation is distinct from research and assessment. Each endeavor has a different purpose and poses different questions. This can be confusing because evaluations often use assessment and research results, in addition to evaluation results, in order to determine a project’s merit. An evaluation approach acts as a guide for a given evaluation [2]. Evaluation is considered to be a transdisciplinary field [3]. However, evaluation approaches have developed distinct differences based on: (a) philosophical or ideological differences, such as those derived from a positivist versus a constructivist paradigm; (b) methodology, such as experimental, case-based, or policy-driven; and (c) disciplinary boundaries, such as education or social services [4]. Thus, the evaluation approach should align with the nature of the program, the purposes for the evaluation, the sensibilities of the program stakeholders and decision-makers, and the utility of the evaluation data. We developed an evaluation approach to guide our evaluation practice in examining the merit of a design-based research project because extant approaches were insufficient.
Characteristics of Design-based Research

Design-based research (DBR) is a research methodology that arose from the learning sciences to examine innovative design in educational programs. The goal of DBR is to study learning and teaching at the intersection of design processes and research methods [5]. If one considers research methods as individual characteristics that exist on a continuum, then we can compare and contrast DBR to more traditional educational research based on where each type of research effort falls on the continuum.

One key characteristic is research design emphasis. Traditional research is designed for theory-building as its first priority. Application to real-world problems is derived from theory. In contrast, DBR is designed to solve real-world classroom problems as its first priority. Conjecture-building is derived from practice.

A second characteristic of DBR is the degree of dynamism within the research process. In traditional educational research, a hypothesis is tested, and an intervention is administered. The expectation is that neither the hypothesis nor the intervention will be changed over the course of the study. In contrast, because DBR is designed to solve real world problems, mutable conjectures about learning processes and outcomes are posited [6, 7]. Conjectures and the instructional intervention adapt over the course of the study as actual learner processes and outcomes are revealed. Such changes allow the researcher to develop understanding of learning processes over time and provide faculty with the opportunity to improve the instruction for the learner.

These two characteristics imply that DBR must embrace emergent phenomenon in the research design as a third characteristic. In traditional research, learning is researched as a fixed outcome at the completion of an intervention. However, the goal of DBR is to capture the learners’ evolving constructions of understanding and the corresponding instructional changes as adaptations for the learners. DBR must function as a creative research process. Therefore, DBR is an apt methodological stance for research in engineering education as design is a crucial process in solving real world engineering problems [8].

Challenges in Evaluating Design-Based Research

One challenge in evaluating DBR is unplanned, purposeful variation in design and implementation in order to understand learning processes. Program evaluation has focused on how a given educational intervention has solved an educational problem to produce specific learner outcomes. Interventions typically address the introduction of a new curriculum or program. Often the evaluation focus occurs at a macro or systemic level where the goal is to minimize variation in implementation. However, the focus of DBR is geared toward understanding learning and solving real world classroom problems. The evaluation focus for DBR occurs not at the macro level but at the micro, or individual, level and at the meso, or classroom, level, where addressing variation in learning and adapting to that learning variation with a re-envisioned intentional teaching design is critical. Thus, one key challenge in evaluating DBR is determining how one deals with unplanned, purposeful variation within an intervention that solves a real-world classroom problem as the teaching design changes across the program. For the evaluator, a main question is “What counts as fidelity of implementation?”
The second challenge in evaluating DBR is dynamism in the research process. Most, though not all evaluation approaches, have been developed to examine an intervention that is administered as static, or fixed. Typically, educational interventions are developed in advance of implementation. In K-12, teachers receive professional development related to implementation of the intervention and new materials as a group. The new intervention is compared to “business as usual,” or the current curriculum and instructional practices. As a result, the research design involves random assignment with a control or comparison group. Within higher education, students are often assigned randomly to classes with new instructional approaches and compared to control groups receiving traditional lecture-based instruction. However, this is not often practical within educational settings or for interventions that are still under development. Therefore, an entire classroom of students is typically assigned to the intervention, while a comparison group is typically assigned to the “business as usual” extant curriculum. The researcher often attempts to match the two groups of students based on demographic characteristics, such as socio-economic status, and individual characteristics, such as learning needs or ability. In addition, there are stages of research needed to design interventions before comparison to “business-as-usual.” The evaluation of such research projects also follows a static evaluation design.

DBR is inherently about equity and attempting to figure out how all learners process information [9]. Therefore, instruction is adapted by the teacher within the context of examining student data and improving the instruction continuously using intentional design principles [6]. DBR research adapts to these changes. That is, the conjectures about learning adapt as does the intervention [6], [7]. Because DBR examines evolving instructional designs and is a dynamic research process, a second key challenge in evaluating DBR is determining how one deals with adaptive conjectures and research processes that are responsive to unplanned, purposeful variation in instruction [10]. The key evaluation question is, “What is the nature and level of adaptation within an evaluation of a DBR project?”

**Conceptual Framework: Adaptive Design as the Fulcrum for Change**

Within design-based research, instructional design that can be adapted to actual, rather than hypothesized, learning processes are keys to project success. Laurillard’s [11] conception of teaching as a design science provided the conceptual framework: (a) teaching improvement should be encouraged; (b) improvement begins with self-reflection; (c) a teaching community supports change; (d) teaching change needs to be designed; (e) participating in a teaching community supports engagement with new teaching designs; and (f) teaching changes should be documented and shared [11]. In a non-judgmental teaching community, faculty can take risks, sharing successes and failures, receive constructive feedback, and build on each other’s ideas. The design principles for this faculty development project were grounded within Laurillard’s conceptual framework [1], [11]. Thus, adaptive design functioned as the fulcrum for change within our design-based research project, and its evaluation.

**The SIMPLE Project: Design-based Research on Faculty Development**

The faculty development project was developed and implemented as a design-based research project [12], [8]. One purpose for the project was to support and examine undergraduate STEM faculty change processes toward adopting and implementing interactive teaching strategies.
second purpose was to support and examine the nature of faculty discourse and self-study about their role and efforts in the interactive teaching strategies they enacted in their classrooms [13].

For this project, the high-level conjecture was that by participating in a supportive and collaborative teaching community, faculty will initiate small changes in their teaching which will lead to larger changes observed across a faculty development trajectory. The SIMPLE design principles grounded project implementation: (a) Sustainability (S) in the form of small, ongoing faculty groups; (b) Incremental change (I) as small, “doable” changes; (c) Mentoring (M) by faculty leaders who have been using interactive teaching strategies and are willing to talk about their successes and failures to model a realistic improvement process; (d) People-driven (P) by allowing each individual and group to address their own needs and interests; (e) Learning environment (L) creation for interactive teaching; and (f) Design -- faculty document their teaching changes within a design memo for their reflection and for other faculty [14].

The project included four types of faculty groups. Each group applied the SIMPLE principles in a design that worked for the group. The design was adapted to address participant needs and group changes over the course of the project. The faculty research group consisted of the principal investigators (who represented engineering, science, education, research methods, and STEM educational research), the graduate research assistant (a mathematics educator), and the evaluator. The faculty leadership group included the faculty research group and the STEM discipline-based faculty leaders for each of the teaching development groups (TDGs). The TDGs were discipline-based faculty peer groups supporting each other in their use of interactive teaching strategies. The teaching inquiry group (TIG) consisted of faculty who were interested in conducting and publishing a self-study of their teaching processes [15].

**Challenges in Evaluating this Faculty Development Project**

Evaluating the grant posed multiple challenges which were discussed in other papers [10], [16], [17]. One key challenge was the people-driven nature of the project. Applying the people-driven SIMPLE principle implied that faculty decision-making structured the choice of an interactive teaching strategy, its implementation, and the nature of each faculty member’s participation in their TDG. Each individual faculty member chose a different interactive teaching strategy. Even if chosen strategies were similar, faculty implemented the strategies differently. Faculty created multiple, different interventions for their classes. This research design was in contrast to an approach where instructors are assigned to an intervention or a control/comparison group to implement a common teaching strategy [14], [13].

A second challenge was how group decision-making within each discipline-based TDG shaped that faculty learning community [18]. For example, the structure and implementation of group processes, such as frequency and characteristics of meetings, the readings for and activities within meetings, and the voluntary nature of group membership were decided upon by each individual group. Each faculty learning community was structured differently. This was in contrast to a standard intervention/control or comparison group regulating meeting structure and content.

A third challenge was that the research focused on understanding the processes of faculty development, rather than the outcomes of faculty development. Traditional research typically
focuses on assessing faculty or student outcomes. In addition, evaluation stages typically employ a formative stage in which instructional processes are examined to determine fidelity of implementation and a summative stage in which instructional outcomes are examined to determine the degree to which the intervention was successful. In this study, processes were examined throughout the project. Examining change processes without examining student outcomes is difficult because the expectation is that the process itself is not as important as demonstrating an outcome for students.

A fourth challenge was the learner (faculty)-driven nature of the project within different STEM disciplines. The underlying common denominator was decision-making about self-change. Thus, uncovering the change processes for each individual faculty member was, necessarily, a need for the evaluation in order to determine whether there were commonalities in barriers or affordances for change, commonalities in decision-making, commonalities in how faculty thought about and implemented change initially and over time. Finding the commonalities was important for illustrating whether the project could be implemented elsewhere, with the identified affordances and with barriers minimized.

Overall, there was a great deal of variation designed into the project. These were issues because evaluators want to control variation in order to examine fidelity of implementation and to determine treatment effects. Therefore, we focused on the salient principles of the project to develop an evaluation design that would reflect the design-based nature of the research within the faculty learning communities, and the learner-driven actions of individual faculty. We found that extant evaluation approaches were insufficient for capturing the complexity of individual processes.

**Limitations of Extant Evaluation Approaches for our Design-based Research**

At the beginning of the faculty development study, the project evaluator applied elements of practical-participatory evaluation (PPE) [19]. The reason for applying the PPE approach was that the evaluator met regularly with the PIs, as well as attended group leader meetings and the meetings of the TIG group. Thus, multiple stakeholders had the opportunity to provide input and feedback throughout the entire project cycle directly to the evaluator. The project evaluator also applied elements of utilization-focused evaluation [20]. The purpose for applying a utilization-focused approach (UFA) was to inform decision making for appropriate stakeholders, such as the researcher team, the group leaders, and the faculty participants. The UFA ensured that the key stakeholders, the principal investigators, were regularly receiving information that could inform their practice, especially given the level of participant involvement. In addition, the project evaluator also applied the CIPP model (context, input, process, and product) [21]. CIPP supported the examination of the overall context for learning, the inputs related to faculty learning, and the processes to support faculty learning. Thus, these approaches initially were helpful to support the principal investigators (PI) use of formative evaluation results to make decisions for a process-oriented project. Further, the project evaluator had considered applying a developmental evaluation (DE) approach because of the dynamism and adaptation occurring within the project [22].

The limitations of each evaluation approach became readily apparent. For example, one problem with UFA in this project was that the contexts for the interventions varied. In addition, there
were multiple decision-makers, which included each of the faculty participants. While the PIs made some of the decisions, the people-driven principle supported individual faculty decision-making based on their own needs.

A problem with PPE was that communication with participants and socially constructed knowledge were important for some of the formative aspects of the evaluation. However, PPE could not address the summative collective and cumulative learning of the research team and group leaders. For example, PPE could not support our explanations about how project elements could be implemented more widely within politically charged institutions of higher education.

The evaluator applied CIPP to focus on implementation processes, which was helpful for formative decision-making for the PIs. However, this faculty development project focused on the faculty development trajectory in applying interactive instruction. CIPP did not address individual learning processes and barriers and successes for faculty development trajectories, which was the primary focus for this project.

DE was not appropriate for this project, despite the dynamism and adaptation. At its heart, DE is an evaluation stage [22]. The dynamism was not a stage in this project implementation. It was a defining characteristic of the project in terms of adherence to the SIMPLE principles. Adherence to these principles were key to fidelity of implementation. Therefore, the dynamism was a necessary condition for the project and should not change based on the stage of the project.

While elements of each of these approaches were helpful to evaluate this project, neither individual evaluation approaches, nor the approaches in combination addressed all of the critical elements of the project as a gestalt. Thus, this cobbling together of evaluation approaches were initially acceptable but were not going to be successful over the length of the project.

Extant evaluation approaches did not capture the elements of this design-based research project because of the underlying assumptions of this project and its design. One conjecture was that faculty would design their own learning trajectory. A second conjecture was that faculty processes and outcomes would necessarily vary. The evaluated study was intentionally designed to allow for, and indeed encourage, variation in both the processes evaluated and faculty outcomes. More specifically, there was variation within the program design that encouraged variation within site implementation. The project intention was to study the nature of the variation within the faculty change processes, faculty learning about and through the change process, and the unique types of outcomes attained by faculty. No extant approach could address intentional variation in design and implementation, nor the dynamism in the research process. Thus, the evaluation approach for the grant developed into a novel approach, which we have termed design-based evaluation (DBE) as an evaluation approach to align with design-based research.

**What is Design-based Evaluation?**
Design-based evaluation is an evaluation approach that examines the adaptability and implementation of the conjectures, design, and mediating processes that produce developmental trajectories of outcomes within innovative learning programs. The purpose for DBE is to identify the affordances and barriers of change and unique variations within a DBR project that
contributed to change. Design-based evaluation is based on the tenets of DBR. First, like DBR, DBE focuses on innovative educational programs. Innovation is key. These are programs that are different, that do not focus on tweaking a norm, but on changing the norm and on remaining innovative for the life of the program. Second, DBE is grounded within the learning sciences to evaluate the program design and how different components of the design contribute to outcomes as elucidated by the conjectures. Third, DBE focuses on the learning and teaching processes and how they mediate outcomes throughout the course of the entire evaluation. Fourth, DBE examines learning trajectories. That is, DBE accounts for the phenomenon of proximal and medial processes as outcomes for one or more participant groups. Fifth, like DBR, DBE juxtaposes multiple competing processes. For example, DBE applies dynamic design resulting from creative problem-solving in the field.

The focus for DBE is to help program officers develop understanding about the effectiveness of the processes that contributed to learning for continuous, real-time program improvement. The DBE focus is in contrast to the evaluative activity as primarily judging program worth based on mistakes in implementation, insufficient resources, or lack of expected outcomes. DBR intentionally situates these competing processes within the design of programs to focus on learning. This means that teaching is intentionally designed to be supportive of the desired learning processes and outcomes. The processes and products of learning are equally important.

Within DBE, mistakes, resource issues, and lack of expected outcomes are considered to be acceptable variation within real-world scenarios. In DBE, such instances are not used to judge the merit or worth of the program. Rather, they are used by program evaluators and implementers to consider how to adapt teaching processes. For example, in this faculty development program, faculty documented their interactive teaching designs in a design memo. The design memo also included lessons learned and suggestions for other faculty who might want to implement the strategy. In the design memo, faculty openly discussed successes and challenges/mistakes. A critical component was understanding the processes used by faculty in documenting their design, as well as the processes used by the teaching development groups to provide a safe environment for faculty self-evaluation and discourse. Mistakes were considered to be an acceptable part of the learning process, rather than a violation of fidelity of implementation.

Aspects of the program were evaluated based on adherence to the overall design principles, such as on the degree to which: (a) issues were documented; (b) issues were addressed in a manner that contributed to faculty learning about interactive teaching, and (c) faculty responses to the process and their reflection on their teaching change. Thus, DBR and DBE are complementary processes. While each have distinct questions related to the distinct nature of each different inquiry, they are mutually informative in modeling how and why the program worked to create participant learning trajectories.

The Bricolage: Design-based Evaluation Elements
Our design-based evaluation approach aligned to the nature of DBR. One key element of DBE was the main focus on program design principles. Thus, in this faculty development project, the SIMPLE principles were used to examine fidelity of implementation as the underlying framework for the project. DBE allowed us to document change processes, mediators, and
interactions within and across the change processes [17]. DBE provided a structure to meaningfully examine the anticipated and unexpected change processes, effects, and outcomes. DBE provided an evaluative means to accept each unexpected event as a learning event within the faculty development program. The unanticipated became a strategy for further use or a just-in-time program improvement. Thus, DBE provided a means to simultaneously examine the unique trajectories of the research and learning communities, as well as the personalized learning trajectories for each faculty member within each of those communities [16].

A second key element of DBE was that it provided the means to consider the unique situativity of each learning event [23, 24]. The evaluation endeavor focused on documenting implementation change and variation across learner processes and outcomes. DBE addressed the situated nature of learning within each of the faculty communities and how faculty communities enacted the design principles within a given STEM department. The barriers and affordances for learning and change were examined by individual, faculty community, and department. Thus, considering situativity encouraged a positive disposition about environmental and implementation change and variation, rather than considering that implementation fidelity was problematic in a given environment.

A third element of DBE was a focus on the people-driven principle. DBE accounted for distinct categories of individualized, learner-driven outcomes. This DBE element is in contrast to an examination of mean and standard deviation for a given outcome. We could examine a larger set of group outcomes based on individualized outcomes [25]. Importantly, this element of DBE also provided a lens to examine research group learning [17]. Thus, fidelity of implementation focused on the broader design-based principles underlying the project at all levels of the project, research group, group leaders, teaching development groups, teaching inquiry groups, and individuals [4].

A fourth element of DBE was the use of conjecture maps to illustrate program enactment. Conjecture maps can be used in conjunction with or in place of logic models, as the pictorial representation of program theory. A conjecture map is a tool grounded in design-based research methods to understand learning. Conjecture maps represented the project design in terms of conjectures about how the program worked, and depicted the embodiment of the design (tools, materials, participant and task structures, and discursive practices), mediating processes, and outcomes. In an earlier study, we found that conjecture maps were useful tools to examine adaptation and provided more useful information than our logic model [16], [17],[26]. The conjecture maps were used to show changes over time as related to the conjectures, implementation, or outcomes. In addition, conjecture maps were useful for studying iterations in the design process as the innovation was tested in different settings.

For this project, the evaluator generated conjecture maps over the course of the project and conducted focus group interviews with the principal investigators to determine how well the conjecture maps represented the project. This feedback process elicited the investigators’ thinking about the project and the design process. The conjecture maps captured the principal investigators’ preliminary theories about how the groups would work and reflections about their work as it was operationalized in practice. By using the conjecture maps, we found that the overarching goals of the project were supporting faculty learning about interactive teaching
within the TDGs and TIG, but different department conditions and interests created different types of group interactions and functioning. Thus, we were able to understand the causes of the variation that occurred in response to the needs of the different TDGs, and as situated within their departments and colleges. Figure 1 is an example of one of our conjecture maps created during the project [18].

A fifth element of DBE is that program theory and evaluation methods must adapt to incremental findings. Adaptation in DBE is similar to adaptation in DBR. That is, research conjectures and program implementation change in response to dynamic changes in learning processes resulting from evaluative findings. DBE provided a means to address researcher and group leader learning and the resultant project or group adaptations. Thus, DBE must operate as adaptable to researchers and to how implementation, processes, and outcomes can be examined. Changes over time in conjecture maps can be used to illustrate the adaptability.

The Role of the Evaluator in DBE
As in many evaluation approaches, the role of the evaluator within DBE is to act as a “critical friend” [27]. The evaluator’s actions should model evaluative thinking by asking questions, being accepting of participants’ comments, engaging all stakeholder groups, reflecting on discussions, and deriving themes for consideration by the participants and principal investigators. A second role of the evaluator is to provide data for decision-making within the project, for program development, and for further research. A third role is to act as a sounding board for interpreting the evaluative data, specifically as applied to the conjectures about the nature of learning and whether the nature of the intervention needs to be adapted. A fourth role is for the evaluator to document the nature of program and participant evolution, including the situativity of the program components and participant actions that were effective, and those that were less effective. A fifth role of the evaluator for DBE is to act as a model of DBE. That is, the evaluator must model flexibility and open-mindedness to the changes that occur within the design of the
study. Specifically, the evaluator needs to develop an internal understanding, as well as, with the researches and the stakeholders that the validity of the study is grounded within the dynamic evaluation of the adaptations that support learning.

In this faculty development project, the evaluator, acted as a “critical friend” in group leader and researcher meetings. In this role, the evaluator synthesized the themes in the discussion and reflected those themes back to the group for consideration and feedback. Specifically, the evaluator reflected faculty learning successes, even as faculty often only considered the learning challenges. The evaluator participated as a member of the research team, providing input about design changes. Because the evaluation approach itself was evolving, the design-based researchers also participated in a 360 process with the evaluator. Within engineering and STEM education, the evaluator must also demonstrate adaptive expertise, self-monitoring, and employ agile and novel research and evaluation processes [28].

Other Applications for DBE
DBE can act as an effective evaluation approach to support DBR in formal or informal learning engineering education environments. For example, DBE is an ideal approach for faculty development of interactive teaching strategies and the study of the effects of those strategies within the formal engineering program when the conjectures about teaching and learning processes and student outcomes are dynamic. DBE is also ideal for engineering education because of the need for students to integrate technical knowledge, design, experimentation, and problem-solving with professional skills within formal learning environments, whether face-to-face or online. DBE provides the structure to examine student skills integration within these different learning environments. The evaluator can then provide the appropriate feedback for researchers to design and develop subsequent iterations of the programs based on how students processed knowledge and demonstrated the applied skills. DBE is an ideal evaluation approach for co-curricular opportunities, such as service learning or engineering competitions or in informal settings, such as voluntary hackathons. For example, research in different types of learning environments have produced different outcomes across the ABET standards [29], [30]. Thus, the nature of problem-based or project-based learning as designed implies the need to examine the conjectures and learning activities as situated within the given environment in order to determine the critical elements of learning and the processes that worked in these informal environments.

Uniqueness of DBE as an Approach
DBE is a unique evaluation approach as it was developed to address programs within the learning sciences and design-based research programs. DBE as an evaluation approach is learner-driven, that is, it is designed to follow the trajectory of the learner, even if there are unanticipated variations in program processes and implementation or variations in learner outcome types. Further, variation in implementation is considered to be important in order to maintain the learner-driven nature of the approach. DBE can be used to illustrate the change process on a developmental trajectory of process as proximal or medial outcomes [16]. This implies that one function of DBE is to model organic change within a program related to changes in conjectures over time, degree of adaptation across program implementation, and the evolution of developmental learning processes. Formative evaluation may allow for minor changes to implementation but not to hypotheses, change theory, or in measuring expected outcomes in
traditional evaluation. However, DBE follows adaptations resulting from DBR and examines the resultant outcomes. While adaptation is seen as positive, DBE would also indicate whether the adaptations did not have the anticipated effect. While traditional evaluation would expect conformity to one process, the goal in DBE is to understand what the variation was, the conditions under which it occurred, and the reasons for why the variation worked, allowing an understanding of the situativity of affordances and barriers to change.

DBE focuses on design principles in addressing individual needs. For example, DBE addresses individual learner changes, with documentation for each of the changes. As in traditional research, DBE does not attempt to examine the average of the changes. Rather, DBE provides a focus on commonalities and differences. The documentation of the changes in this faculty development study created the range of possibilities for what to expect within a faculty developmental trajectory. The most important contribution of the use of conjecture maps within DBE was to model change in our study. The conjecture maps illustrated the nature of processes developing into incremental outcomes; that is, change processes were both proximal and medial outcomes. This finding illustrated the dynamic, informal, and organic nature of the how the design elements were enacted within the project both within and across groups [17]. A principal feature of design science is expected adaption [5], [31]. DBE not only allows for the adaptation but also highlights that adaptation as a key process, as fidelity of implementation, and as a proximal or medial outcome on a developmental trajectory.

**Conclusion**

DBE functions at the juxtaposition of multiple processes to make known the changes in conjectures, program implementation, and unplanned, purposeful variation. DBE captures the dynamism expected from DBR research. In addition, DBE allows for capturing the design process, rather than only the final product, in order to inform the design of similar innovations. DBE fills a gap within the evaluation approach repertoire, as evidenced by the fact that applying standard evaluation approaches did not fully address the rich learning experiences in this faculty development program. Further, DBE can be used to assist with programs that may not be at the stage where comparative methods are appropriate or may have more complex outcomes than a standardized test. Applying approaches that fit only standard programs is insufficient for the world of learning that has opened with co-curricular experience, active learning, interactive teaching, computerized adaptive learning, maker-spaces, and design-based experiences. DBE can be used to address the broad range of learning experienced across the lifespan of the learner in both informal and formal learning environments.
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